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A combinatorial characterization f hypercubes i given. A hypercube is defined as the 
undirected Hassc diagram of a Bo,~lean lattice. Ti:c me:b~ used is inductive xtension of partial 
isomorphisms, t 
All structures considered in this paper are assumed to be finite, ihe  graphs do 
not have loops or multiple edges. 
Let us recall that in a partially ordered set (P, ~ ) an element y is ~aid to cover an 
element x, if x < y, but there is no z with x < z < y. The Hasse diagram of (P, <~ ) is 
the directed graph D whose vertices are the elements of P, and in which there is an 
arrow from x to y if and only if x is covered by y. Then for any x, y ~ P, we have 
x ~< y if and only if there is in D a directed path from x to y. A partial order is 
therefore determined by its Hasse diagram. 
Proposition 1. A directed graph D i'~ the ,t-lasse diagram of a partial order if and 
only if the following holds: 
Whenever there is an arrow a from a vertex x to a vertex y, a is the only directed 
path from x to y and there exists no directed path from y to x. 
The proof is omitted. 
Let D be the Hasse diagram of a partial order (P, <~ ). The undirected Hasse 
diagram of (P, ~ ) is tL:~ graph obtained from D by considering the arrows as edges 
without orientation. The characterization of undirected Hasse diagrams eems to 
be an unsolved problem. 
Let S be a set having n elements, IS! = n. Let the set ~(S)  of its 2" subsets be 
ordered by inclusion. The partially ordered set (~(S) ,  C_ ) is caEled a Boolean 
lattice. Obviously, its structure is determined by the number  n. 
Definition 1. A graph isomorphic to the u,,directed Hasse diagram of a Boolean 
lattice (~(S) ,  C_ ) is called a hypercube. 
Let us consider the undirected ! Ids~e diagram of a Boolean lattice (~(S) ,  C ). Le, 
(Ao,  A1 . . . .  , A,,) be any path between two vertices X and Y, Ao -- X, An = Y. The 
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A,'s are subsets of S. Every A,,, is obtained from A, either by dropping an elc.~'tent 
of A, or by adding to it a new element. Call p,, z the elemeM"mvolved, should it be 
dropped from A, or added to it. Thus the path (A,,, At . . . . .  A.)  defines a sequence 
of points (p~ .. . . .  p.). Two different paths between X and Y define different 
sequences, if we follow a path from X to Y, each point of X \ Y must be dropped at 
least once and each point of Y\X  adt~ed, l'herefore, the length of any path 
between X and Y is at least the cardinality of the Boolean sum X+ Y = 
(X \ Y) U ( Y \ X), which i,,:, also equal to ] X U Y] - IX tq Y Ii On the other hand, let 
(p, . . . .  ,p.) be any permutation of the point,,, of X + Y = (X U Y) \ (X  N Y). Define 
a sequence A.. A, . . . . .  A~, of subsets of S as follows: 
A,,= X, 
A,,, = A, \{P,.,} if p , . ,E  X, 
A,, ,= A, U{p,+,} i fp ,~,~Y.  
{A,,. A ~ . . . .  , A , )  is then a path from X t~ Y, and it is in fact a geodesic path because 
its length is lX + Yl. It follows that the distance between X and Y is IX + Y I. 
Moreover, there is no difficulty in verifying lhat the correspondence between 
geodesics from X to Y, and permutations of X + Y is bijective. We have proved 
lhe 'following 
Prolmsttion 2. A hypercube is always connected, if d(x, y) denotes its distance 
[unction, then [or each pair o [ oertices x and y the number of distinct geodesics 
b~tween x and y is d(x, y )!. 
la will be convenier~', to have slightly differer~t formulations of the above 
property. 
Proposition 3. Let G be a connected graph with distance function d(x, y). The 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
(I) For each pair of vertices x and y the number of geodesics between x and y is 
d(x. y )!. 
(2) For each pair of vertices x and y, and for any 0 ~ i ~ d(x, y), the number of 
vertices z for which d(x ,z )= i and d(z, y) - -d (x ,y ) - i ,  is precisely (d~x.~). 
(3) For each pair of vertices x and y, the number of those neighbours of x that lie on 
at least one geodesic between x and y, is precisely d(x, y). 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). Assur)e (I). Let x and y be. vertices and let 0<~ i ~ d(x, y). 
On each geodesic between ~ and y there lies exactly 1 vertex z with d(x, z) = i and 
d(z, y)= d(x, y) - i .  On the other hand, given such a vertex z the union of a 
geodesic P between x and z and a geodesic O between z and y is  always a 
geodesic between x and y. Therefore, the number of geouesics between x and y 
containing agiven z is i!(d(x, y ) -  i)!. Consequently, if n is the number of vertices 
z with d(x, z) = i and d(z, y)= d(x, y) -  i, ~hen n.  i!(d(x, y) -  i)t = d(x, y)'., idest 
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(3) follows lrom (2) by setting i = 1. 
Finally, if we assume (3), ( ! )canbe  proved by induction on d(x, y). 
Proposition 4. A hypercube is always bipartite. 
Prool. Let (~(S), ~) be a Boolean lattice. Define 
v,=lx  c (S)i!xl is even}, 
V., - {I¢ E ~J~(S)II x [ is odd}. 
Obviously V, U V., = ~(S) ,  V, fq V: = ~ and for i -- 1 or 2 no two vertices of V, 
arc adjacent in the Hasse diagram of ('~P(S). C_). 
l.et now G be a connected bipartite graph with distance function d(x, v). If, for 
three vertices, o, :. and y of G, we have d(o, x)= d(o, y) ~hcn x and y cannot be 
adjacent, t.et us fix arbitrarily a vertex o. We define an orientation of G. Let (x, y) 
be an edge. We haveeither d(o,x)+ 1 = d(o,y)or  d(o, y i+ 1 = d(o,x). Orient the 
edge from x towards y in the first case, from y towards x in the second. It is c ~y to 
see, using Proposition 1. tha~ the following is true. 
Proposition 5. The graph G with the above defined orientation is the ttasse 
diagram of a partial order G "~ whose minimum is o. 
With G as above, for each nonnegative integer k let R~ be the sel of vertices of 
G whose distance from o is k. R,, is reduced to o, R, is the neighbourhood of o, etc. 
Let G~ = Rt, t . ) . . ,  t_; Rk. Each G~ is a lower ideal of the partial order G "~ and 
obviously Gk ~ G~,,. 
On the other hand, let ~,, = {A E ~(R , ) i  JA i l -  k} for each nonnegative integer 
k. Each ~ is a lower ideal of ~he Boolean ialttice (~(R , ) ,  ~ ), and again .~k (S .~,, • ,. 
Proposition a. If O verifies the conditions of ProImsition 3, then [or each nonnega- 
ave integer k the lower ideal Gk of G" is order-isomorphic to the lower ideal :iP~ of 
c_ ). 
Proot. We use induction on k. Assume that the conditions of Proposition 3 hold. 
(I) The isomorphism (3,, ~ ~,, is obvious. 
(2) Since '-~ contains only the empty set and the s~ngletons of R,, we al:~o have 
G, ~ ;~l. 
(3) Let x and y be distinct vertices in R,. d(x, y)= 2, theref~.re there exisls a 
unique vertex z in R2 adjacent o both x and y. By con :ition (1)of ~:,oposition 3, if 
{x, y} ~ {x', y'} then the correspcmding vertices z and z' in R: are distinct because 
2! = 2. For the same reason, every vertex z E R.. correspond~ to a 2-set {x. y}. 
Consequently, G2 = ~9~. 
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(4) Let k >~ 3. Suppose that the proposition is true for lesser values of k. Let 
~:~, . ,  = Gk,  be a~, order-isomorphism. 
Take any k-subset A of R,. Let A,, .... Ak be the subsets of A having, k - 1 
elements. Let a, = 0(A,) for each 1 ~< i ~< k. If a,# aj, then d(a~,aj)= 2, and there 
exists a unique vertex s(a,. aj) in Rk adjacent o both ~ and a,. We claim that all the 
s(a,,a,) are the same. It is enough to show that for each i# 1.2 a~ is adjacent o 
s(a,,a2). If it is not true for an a~, then s(at, a2), s(a,,a,), s(a2, a~) are pairwise 
distinct. G~_, is isomorphic to a lower order-ideal of a lattice, therefore the 
"greatest lower bound" operation is well-defined in Gk.t: we denote it by ^. 
Clearly, u,^a2, h i^ a~ and a:^a~ are pairwise distinct. Moreover, consider 
b = a, ^ a2 ^  a, Since d(a, ~ a, s(a~, a~)) = 2, there is a vertex yt # a, in R~_,. 
adjacent o a~ ^  a, and to ~(at ,  a2). Similarly, there is a 'vertex y~# a: in R~ t ,  
adjace~'~ toboth O2 ^  a, and s(a,, o2). Using the isomorphism 4, it is easily checked 
that y,, a,, a, a,, y: are pairwise distinct (see Fig. l). 
s(al,ai) s(a _ l'a2 ) s(a2,a i) 
• Y2 Yl at' ~
b 
Fig. 1. 
The four neighbours a,,a2, y,, y2 of s(a~,a2) lie each on a geodesic between 
s(ai, a:) and b. Since d(s(a,, a2), b )= 3. this contradicts condition (3) of Proposi- 
tiJon 3. Therefore, all the s(a,,a,) must be identical, as claimed. We define an 
extension ~ of ~ to ~ by letting ~(A)  be this unique vertex s(a,,a,), and 
proceeding similarly for every k-subset of R~. 
We have to verify that ~ is an isomorphism between ~k and Gk. For each 
k-subset A of R,, ~(A ) is i~a Rk. In order to show that ~ i:; injective, it is enough to 
check thal for distinct k-subsets A and A '  of R~ we also have ~(A)# ~(A '), But 
this follows from condition (3), applied with x= ~(A)  and y = 0. Similarly, to 
prove that ,~ is surjective onto Gk, we have only to show tha~ each vertex x E R~ isin 
the image of ~. Let indeed a be a neighbour of x in R~_ and y a netghbour of a in  
R~ ~. Since d(x, y) = 2, there must exist an other vertex a'  # a in :R~,, adjac...nt to 
both x and y. x must be ~[O-'(a)U ~/~-'(a')l. 
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It is equall> easy to verify that ~ preserves the covering relation and so does ~ ' 
This completes the proof that ~ is an isomorphism between ~, and G~. 
Let us observe that for k sufficiently large, ~,, = ~(R , )  and G~ ext, austs the set 
of vertices of G. Applying Proposition 6 to such a k, we get" 
Pro0osition 7. G "~ is order.isomorphic to (~(R , ) ,  C_ ). 
Proposition 7 proves hat  G is the undirected Hasse diagram of a Boolean lattice, 
id est a hypercube. In c, ur construction we used the assumption that the connected 
grapl': i G satisfied the conditions of Proposifon 3 and that G was bipartite. (lt 
would be desirable t~ know whether the assumption "G is bipartite" can be 
replaced by the weaker assumption "G does not contain a triangle".) In view c~f 
Propositions 2 and 4, we have the following characterization of hypercubes: 
Proposition 8. A connected graph G with distance function d(x, y ) is G hypercube if
and only if the following two conditions are satisfied" 
(i) G is bipartite, 
(ii) for each two vertices x and y of G the number o[ geodesics between x and y is 
d(x, y)!. 
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